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144,000: 32 – Empower 12,000 Elect in China 
 

As within, so without: Just as our faculty of power expresses via our voice box, muscles and 

limbs, so too can we see power (which functions on the passive polarity) externalizing in China 

and in the surrounding nations of Mongolia, Japan, North and South Korea, and Taiwan. In our 

prayers and projections this week, we link with a minimum of 12,000 elect in China; and 

probably more, since China is the world’s most populous country with a population of 1.4 billion. 
 

 

Robert’s Dream; May 26, 2008: A Chinese man, who looked like or was the current leader of 

China (Hu Jintao), brought a beautiful brown stallion to an oval horse corral in China’s 

neighboring country, India, where he planned to sell it to an Indian man who was half English. I 

had helped to arrange this transaction, and now watched from a position just inside the corral. 
 

When the horse entered, however, the Indian-British man saw that it was a “blood horse,” 

trained to trample. Terrified, he hid in a closet alongside the corral, but I knew that the horse 

could reach him there. At first, I decided to be a pacifist and not intervene. Then I changed my 

mind, reached into my holster and pulled out a pistol. I pointed it at the Chinese man and his 

horse, and made it clear that if he did not call off the horse I would shoot them both. 
 

Interpretation: I am to use my Christ power to bring others together in harmony and 

cooperation, and to insist that this occurs. Despite my best intentions, however, I still need to be 

aware of hidden soul motives, of myself and others, and not be passive when others try to 

abuse me or my fellow light workers and friends. My spiritual “weapons” are to speak words of 

truth, to back them up with right action, and to defend myself and others from the misuse of 

power by others. I cannot force others nor dictate the terms of their responses. Rather, in 

utilizing power, my right approach is peace and love, cooperation and coordination. 
 

Hu Jintao and Chinese leaders before him have a long history of dominating and controlling 

their people, as well as those in nearby countries. Moreover, China has been invaded by others, 

including Great Britain (when the British Empire ruled India -- hence the Indian-British man of 

my dream) in the Opium Wars of the 1800s. As a result, in the collective Chinese psyche there 
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is a desire for control and revenge, as represented by the blood horse (horses portray power; 

the name Philip, who was Jesus’ disciple of power, means “lover of horses”). The Chinese 

government has suppressed Tibet’s autonomy, tried to bully Taiwan, incarcerated the spiritual 

group Falun Gong, suppressed political freedom and peaceful dissent (Tiananmen Massacre of 

1989), and censored its media and the Internet. China says it has done all of this in the name of 

harmony and peace, but obviously such is not the case. 
 

Not only does China not see its egregious errors with power, but it proclaims that its form of 

government is a good, proper competitor/alternative to the USA and other Western and Eastern 

nations who practice freewill expression. Furthermore, with its newly acquired economic wealth 

in the last 20 years, as a power broker, China supports despots and dictators throughout the 

East, such as in North Korea, Burma and Sudan, Africa.  
 

India is another emerging major economic power in the Eastern Hemisphere; as the world’s 

largest democracy, India is perceived as a particularly strong threat to the Chinese misuse of 

power. Mongolia, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan likewise are democracies that have political 

and religious freedom, and thriving economies. The handwriting is on the wall: In due time, 

hopefully sooner rather than later, China’s politically oppressive system will crumble as the 

Chinese people demand their God-given right of free will expression. Our powerful prayers 

sustain and accelerate this inevitable transmutation. Via our spiritual projections, we take “dead 

aim” on pointing out and eliminating the current Chinese systemic abuse of power.  
 

Visualization: In focusing on China, we link particularly with Sananda in his incarnation as 

Gautama the Buddha, and with the Kut Humi, Chohan of the Second Ray of Wisdom and 

Understanding. Kut Humi incarnated in China as the sage Lao-Tzu; as Babaji, an etheric 

thought personality or projection, from the higher realms he guides Hindus and yogis in India 

and surrounding nations. (His Western incarnations include those as John the Beloved, 

Leonardo da Vinci, William Shakespeare, Aristotle and St. Francis.) 
 

Surround yourself in a cocoon of light and power. Leave an opening at the top of your head, 

from where a tube goes up to the One Power. Breathe in the will of God or Tao. Feel Christ 

power flowing down the tube, into your will and power thrones in your cerebrum. From there, I 

Am power descends to your throat, arms and legs, and all the muscles in your body. Feel at one 

with Sananda/Gautama Buddha and Kut Humi/Lao-Tzu/Babaji, and their co-workers in the 

etheric or ascended realms; and with your guardian angel(s).  
 

See yourself standing in your light body in the center of China. Speak the word: Affirm that 

God’s will be done, that all Chinese seek peace and love, and that Hu Jintao and other Chinese 

leaders free their people. If so inspired, sound the cosmic sound of Om, which radiates in all 

directions to awaken and empower the Christ Self within each Chinese citizen. Link strongly 

with the 12,000 elect in China and surrounding democratic nations.  
 

Time and again, come back to the four-step matrix of peace and love, cooperation and 

coordination. Within this cosmic formula is the power for the Chinese to heal all of their 

imbalances. As we see it and speak it, so must it be. 


